TO: ELEC-TRAK TRACTOR DEALERS

We are presently sold out of AD42 Snow Throwers and do not expect to have any more available for this season. In order to fill continuing demand for snow throwers, we are reworking part of the existing factory inventory of AD38 snow throwers so they can mount on tractors with front electric lifts. These will be distinguished on your order by the weight box specified.

MODIFIED FOR ELECTRIC LIFT

AD38 - AP85 For Models E20/16/15/14/12/12M
(Requires AP56 or AP55) (Also fits 12M)

STANDARD THROWER

AD38 - AP86 For Models E10M/E8HM
(Requires AP54 & KD10)

Each thrower carton will contain the attached additional instructions on the installation changes from the standard dealer set-up instructions.

You will notice on the attached instructions, the E20 requires an extra handle support. This handle support can be ordered from the factory only when a snow thrower is ordered. If the handle support only is required, it must be ordered from your parts distributor. The list on these parts is $2.85.

Sincerely,

J. W. Stackhouse
Manager - Product Planning

JWS/1ba
Attachment
INSTRUCTIONS

Installation of the 38” snow thrower on Elec-Trak tractors equipped with a front electric lift is basically the same as described in the Dealer Set-Up Instructions for the E10M, with the exceptions outlined below. Before attempting to install the snow thrower, read the Dealer Set-Up Instructions and this instruction thoroughly.

Installation of the 38” snow thrower requires the use of the AP56 Implement Mounting Bracket on the front of the tractor.

MOUNTING FRAME TO HEADER
(Read corresponding paragraph in Set-Up Instructions before proceeding)

Assemble the mounting frame to the header assembly as described in the set-up instructions and illustrated in Fig. 1 and 3 of that instruction. Maintain a space of 9-3/4 inches between the header and the rear crossmember of the mounting frame as illustrated in Fig. A below.

![Fig. A](image)

Proceed with the snow thrower assembly and installation as described in the Dealer Set-Up Instructions.

LIFT STRAP THREADING

Thread the lift strap around the lift bar on the snow thrower, and attach it to the lift frame as indicated in Fig. B.

![Fig. B](image)

![Fig. C](image)

E20 ONLY

The hardware furnished with the snow thrower for supporting the crank rod is not used with installations on E20 tractors.

To use the 38” snow thrower with E20 tractors, it is necessary to obtain the following crank rod support parts used with the AD42 snow thrower and install them on the right-hand side of the tractor cowl as indicated in Fig. C.

- 244A7335P102 Mounting Bracket
- 244A7335P103 Back-Up Clip
- 244A7335P104 5/16-18 x 1 inch Hex-Head Bolt

The crank rod may now be installed as described in the Dealer Set-Up Instructions (Fig. 7).